People recommenders are a widespread feature of social networking sites and educational social learning platforms alike. However, when these systems are used to extend learners' Personal Learning Networks, they often fall short of providing recommendations of learning value to their users. This article proposes a design of a people recommender based on content-based user profiles, and a matching method based on dissimilarity therein. It presents the results of an experiment conducted with curators of the content curation site Scoop.it!, where curators rated personalized recommendations for contacts. The study showed that matching dissimilarity of interpretations of shared interests is more successful in providing positive experiences of breakdown for the curator than is matching on similarity. The main conclusion of this article is that people recommenders should aim to trigger constructive experiences of breakdown for their users, as the prospect and potential of such experiences encourages learners to connect to their recommended peers. 
Introduction
Most recommender systems are based on the principle of similarity: they are designed to seek out people or resources that have traits similar to a user's background or to things that the user has an interest in (Resnick & Varian, 1997) . This principle is embedded into learning technology through the algorithms used. Content-based matching algorithms find content that is similar to content that the user has already studied. Collaborative filtering matching algorithms look for items used by others who have used items similar to the ones used by the target user. Even social networkbased matching starts from similarity: the assumption is that if user A has several ties in common with an unconnected user B, the odds are that user A also knows and wants to connect with user B. The similarity lies in the promotion of common ties with others (Liu & Lee, 2010) . Features of matching algorithms can be combined to create hybrid systems, which combine different matching strategies to achieve results that are more relevant to the user (Burke, 2002; Sie, Drachsler, Bitter-Rijpkema & Sloep, 2012) . Research shows that content-similarity matching algorithms perform better at recommending new contacts than social network-based recommenders (Chen, Geyer, Dugan, Muller & Guy, 2009) . The principle of similarity in recommendation is equally widespread in technology-enhanced learning (Drachsler, Verbert & Duval, 2013) .
Crucially, though, the principle of similarity is flawed when it comes to connecting people for learning purposes. Beyond a general similarity of interest, learners who seek to learn from other people, in general, look for someone who can give a specific, different perspective on a topic (Rajagopal, Verjans, Costa & Sloep, 2012) . They look for content or perspectives that are unlike their own. Learners pursue instances where such a mismatch of views can be experienced (Jenkins, 2009 ). This stands in stark contrast with, for example, movie or book recommenders, where a viewer or reader is interested in more of roughly the same.
In the literature, the experience of mismatch between a learner's current understanding and the elements challenging this understanding is called 'breakdown'. We find this term in literature on independent learners and learning professionals (Koschmann, Kuutti & Hickman, 1998 , Winograd & Flores, 1986 Schön 1983 ) and in literature relating to organisational learning (Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 2005) . Breakdown presumes that learners hold certain mental views about a particular topic or process (termed personal understanding by Stahl (2006) ). A useful definition of the term breakdown is the "disruption in the normal functioning of things, forcing the individual to adopt a more reflective or deliberative stance toward ongoing activity" (Koschmann, Kuutti & Hickman, 1998, p26) . Breakdown can be triggered through many factors and in many environments, such as through a comment or pertinent questions in a conversation with another person, through the offering of new, relevant content, or through unexpected behaviour from others. When breakdown occurs, a learner's received understanding appears to be inadequate and consequently, she starts re-assessing her current thoughts. If and when a learner follows up such breakdown with discussions with other learners to (re-)establish common ground and to develop a shared understanding, the learner enters a social process of interaction, shared understanding and knowledge-building (Stahl, 2006) . In this way, the learner engages in collaborative knowledge-building and sense making (Clark & Brennan, 1991; Dubberly & Pangaro, 2009; Dillenbourg, 1999) . Parenthetically, the experience of breakdown alone does not necessarily constitute a learning experience. Breakdown and the subsequent knowledge-building require an investigative learning attitude, the will to investigate and question one's own cherished assumptions. Lacking such an attitude, breakdown will become merely identifying a difference of perspective at best, or a discussion at cross-purposes at worst, not necessarily leading to further positive, shared knowledge-building.
When looking at the design of people recommenders for learning purposes then, this notion of breakdown points to the need for a matching algorithm based on a different principle, namely that of dissimilarity. Similarity at a general level may be necessary to establish a new contact, but dissimilarity on specifics would then trigger the interest to connect. Matching on dissimilarity means that, once common interests between learners A and B have been established, A and B focus on finding specific meaningful differences between them. 'Meaningful' in this context refers to their need to agree on parts of their understanding, but also the need to be different in a significant way so as to potentially experience breakdown and consequent refinement of understanding for one or preferably both of them.
The first hypothesis of this article looks at the principle underlying people recommenders based on content matching, i.e. recommenders that use content as a proxy to profile the learner: we hypothesise that when a learner deems generally relevant content that is shared by another learner, the first learner is likely to have an experience of constructive breakdown due to encountering specific mismatches that occur between her own understanding and the other's understanding of that content. Consequently, an experience of breakdown leads to the desire to connect with the now recommended person. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. Regarding the matching principle, we surmise that selecting recommended contacts through their content by matching on specific dissimilarities rather than by matching on general similarity is more likely to create an experience of breakdown and a subsequent desire to connect. A user who experiences breakdown, provoked in relation to some recommended content deemed relevant, will want to connect with the user who has provided this content. We will see this reflected in a high correlation score between the report of an experience of breakdown and an indication of a desire to connect with the recommended user, through a discussion.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.1 ABOUT HERE >>>
A matching strategy for dissimilarity for people recommenders starting from content can be operationalised in several ways. We will look at methods capable of revealing meaningful differences between users' understandings. Following theoretical concepts from the field of knowledge building closely, where the mind is seen as an environment in which concepts are connected, disconnected and reconnected continuously (Bereiter, 2004) , we take the words a user employs to express her thoughts as a means to gain insight into how she relates the concepts that the words jointly describe. The most frequently used expressions of thoughts in online environments are self-authored, short, written texts in natural language. So, suitable resources can be platforms where users are actively writing such texts, on their understanding of a topic.
For this experiment, we selected the content curation website Scoop.it! as it is one of the most widely used and well-known curation websites, primarily based on text and conducive to lifelong learning. Scoop.it! users, or curators, can manage a page dedicated to a topic of their choice and select and gather relevant resources on this topic. They do this by creating a scoop, i.e. bookmarking and sharing a link to the resource they consider valuable. Moreover, the curator may (but is not obliged to) expand on the content of this scooped resource by providing some meta-level insights or comments, in the form of added text, thus contextualising the content of the resource. This is especially interesting as this gives us insight into how the curator positions the topic of the curated link, with regard to other links and/or other topics. So a Scoop.it! curator is not merely sharing links, but contextualising these links within a unique individual perspective, thereby becoming an actively sharing learner. This cognitive nature of the activity of curation leads us to think that Scoop.it! curators have a learning attitude and actively engage with their topic of interest. By interpreting a curator's shared resources together with the contextualizing, short, selfauthored texts on Scoop.it! as the curator's personal user profile, we can use the profile as a starting point for people recommenders. Scoop.it! allows its curators much freedom in how they use the platform, thus creating huge differences between curators: some post many scoops, others few only; some write context with every scoop they share, others give context for some selected posts only; some are very elaborate in the accompanying text, others add just few contextualizing words.
The short written texts on Scoop.it! can be reduced to sets of words using natural language processing (NLP) techniques, by extracting lexically important words from the learner-authored texts. Although these techniques are technically heavier than e.g. using platforms with curator-given tags, there is an added potential, which we will illustrate with an example; in it the lexical words have been italicised. Imagine the following situation: Person A's comment: "this article shows that human intelligence is related to upbringing" Person B's comment: "we see that human intelligence depends on natural talent and upbringing"
In this example, person B is talking about more concepts than person A. But more importantly, the collection of lexical words indicates that person B talks of a different (more nuanced) type of relation between the concepts (namely, depends vs. related). This subtle but semantically significant difference cannot be captured through the use of curator-given tags alone, as tags are primarily used to describe something at a general level. The use of NLP in recommendation has so far been limited to conversational recommender systems, where the system engages in a dialogue with the user to narrow down the search space (e.g. critiquing, elaboration) (Grasch & Felfernig, 2015) . We will use NLP to create an informative content-based user profile of the curators within our people recommender. As these user profiles stem directly from each curator's texts and vocabulary use, we may assume that they are close to their understanding of the topic. This follows similar trends in recommendation where textbased user profiles are made by mining user-written reviews, to augment other approaches to matching users with products . This approach is as yet unexplored in people recommendation (Chen, Chen & Wang, 2015) . The profiles can then be matched according to general similarity and specific dissimilarity: Word-space similarity: We can measure to what extent two learners are talking about the same concepts, which we define as words with a common stem. A word-space is a conceptual space, which is defined by all the words used together in a particular context. To measure the similarity between two instances within that conceptual space, we can calculate how many words they share. In this experiment, we group all the keywords a learner uses in her collection of authored texts. The user profile of a learner then consists of one large set of keywords, which may be compared with another learner's set, against the backdrop of all the keywords used by all the learners in the group. This type of similarity has been used before, often using Jaccard similarity (where only the presence or absence of an item is relevant) or cosine similarity (where the degree of presence of an item is relevant). In this research, we have used Jaccard similarity. Tagset dissimilarity: We can measure to what extent learners agree with each other in the relations they see between concepts. We assume that the co-occurrence of two lexically important words within one learner-authored text snippet is an indication that the learner sees a direct relation between the concepts described by the words. We do not necessarily know in which way the learner relates the concepts, but we know that the learner perceives some relation between the concepts since they occur in the same text snippet. This is plausible as the learner-authored text snippets we use are limited in length, thereby increasing the likelihood of a curator-perceived relation between the concepts. A simple method to achieve this measurement is to group together the keywords emerging from one learner-authored text snippet, thereby creating separate collections of keywords for a particular individual. The content and the contextualization added by the curator can be described in terms of "tags", the term we use to describe lexical words with a unique semantic value. A collection of tags, which we call a "tagset", indicates that the curator sees some relation between the semantic values of the tags in the tagset. In other words, the tags in that tagset have some semantic or pragmatic relation, which has been imprinted on them by the curator. Each tagset can be traced back to the combination of a resource and a contextualizing authored text, which creates a richer, more layered user profile. Consequently, the learner is then represented by several, relatively small tagsets, instead of by one large set of tags. Tagsets can be created for all authored text snippets of a learner. Tagsets of different curators can be compared in several ways. For our purposes, we look for curators who have partially overlapping tagsets. This would indicate, that as a pair they both see relations between two or more concepts but individually they also relate these concepts to other concepts in ways different to each other.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.2 ABOUT HERE >>> Figure 5 .2 illustrates the two types of user representations that we will use: on the left, one set of concepts per learner for Jaccard similarity and on the right, several sets of tagsets containing concepts per learner for tagset dissimilarity. As both these methods start from the same types of user profiles (keywords extracted from learner-authored text snippets) and work with similar concepts of matching (overlap in sets), we expect that the resulting matches will be similar for most curators. However, as the first method emphasizes similarity between learners and the second emphasizes dissimilarity, it is expected that both will bring up differences in their relevance to and appreciation by the curator. This brings us to our second and last hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS 2: Matching a person with another person based on principles of similarity in the general use of concepts and matching based on dissimilarity in the interpretation and relationship of specific concepts results in different user perceptions. 1. Matching users on the basis of similarity in their general use of concepts will identify more common relevant content to users than matching them on the basis of dissimilarity in the interpretation of concepts. 2. Matching users on the basis of dissimilarity in the specific interpretation of a relationship between concepts will give users the perception of a higher experience of breakdown than matching them on the basis of similarity in the general use of concepts. 3. The more tags are shared between users, the more the recommended content will be deemed relevant, and the more experiences of breakdown will be reported.
Methods

Participants
The participants of our experiment were Scoop.it! curators maintaining at least one topic page, and adhering to the following criteria:
• The page is categorized under at least one of the following keywords used in the Scoop.it! general search: "Higher Education", "Networked Learning", "Educational" or "Learning" • The topic page is curated by an individual and not by a group of people or an organization.
• The topic page has a Scoop.it! score above 35 (based on the number of independent views).
• The primary language of the page is English. This means most posts are English posts and most curator-added insights are in English.
• The data on the topic page was publically available.
After the aggregation and anonymisation of all personal data (primarily the names of contributors) 240 Scoop.it! topic pages, each associated with its unique curator, were left for further analysis. (List1) From these 240 pages, we retained only those with curator-authored insights or meta-reasoning texts, creating a subset of 148 Scoop.it! topic pages (List2). Reducing this subset to concepts and collections of tags and grouping pages with the same curator gave us a list of 139 curators (List3). When asked to fill in a personalised survey to evaluate recommended matches, we received filled-in usable surveys from 46 curators (List4).
Instruments and Measures
We created two instruments to collect measurements for this experiment: a people recommender system and a personalised set of probes. Content-based User profile. The user database contains two types of content-based user profiles for each of the 139 participants: (i) a set of tags W for the Jaccard matching and, (ii) a set of tagsets S for the tagset matching. These user profiles were created from the 240 collected Scoop.it! pages. The last 200 individual scoops ('posts') of each of the pages were gathered, and only those posts with a curator-added meta-reasoning in the form of an insight were retained. Natural language processing tools were then applied to transform the posts to tags and tagsets o The text of each post was tokenized using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK in Python) creating token-tagsets, where each word in the curator-created post is considered to be an instance of a lexeme (or unique unit of lexical meaning), and as such, an element of a set (illustrated in Figure 5 .4). o The most frequent words (more than 150 occurrences; generally words such as pronouns, common verbs, etc.) and the least frequent words (fewer than 3 occurrences) were removed from the token-tagsets in order to retain lexically relevant words. o The tokens were subsequently stemmed to relate words with common stems, such as e.g. "collaborate" and "collaboration" (Porter stemmer in the NLTK) and duplicates were removed to keep unique tags over the whole dataset. Posts from topic pages belonging to the same curator were grouped.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.4 ABOUT HERE >>> Using set-of-tags user profiles, we calculated similarity between two curators based on their common usage of tags, using the well-known Jaccard coefficient. This coefficient looks at the proportion of instances where both curators use the same tag against the sum of the instances where a tag is used by one curator and not the other and the instances where a tag is used by both curators. The following formulation expresses the Jaccard similarity coefficient s:
Jaccard similarity coefficients were calculated between all curators, resulting in a distance matrix containing curator-to-curator distance measure for each curator pair in the database. For each curator in the database, we ranked the matches according to
Where Q is the set of tags used by curator A, and D is the set of tags used by curator B,
where p = number of tags that are present in both Q and D q = number of tags that are present in Q but not D r = number of tags that are present in D but not Q |Q ∩ D| = cardinality of intersection between Q and D |Q ∪ D| = cardinality of union between Q and D their matching scores establishing a best ranked Jaccard match and a worst ranked Jaccard match.
Tagset dissimilarity
Using the set-of-tagsets user profiles, this algorithm matches two curators based on how they use tags together. We distinguish four types of possible overlaps between two arbitrary tagsets T and S: (i) the tagsets are identical T=S (TypeA), (ii) one tagset is the subset of the other T ⊂ S (TypeB), (iii) the two tagsets partially overlap in that they share some elements but also both have their own elements s and t ¬(T ∩ S = ∅) AND ∃ s, t: s ∈ S & t ∈ T & s ∉ T & t ∉ S (TypeC); (iv) the two tagsets do not share any elements T ∩ S = ∅ (TypeD). Of these, the distribution of TypeC overlaps shows the extent to which two curators are talking about the same topics, but each relates these common topics to other topics. This form of overlap brings to the fore critical differences in understanding between two curators. We created a distance matrix with the distance measure, σ (A, B), to match two curators (A and B), on the basis of the proportion of TypeC tagset overlaps between them and the 10-base logarithm of the number of matched tagsets for the pair A and B, to take into account the disparity in the number of tagsets per participant. A larger number of matched tagsets (and subsequently a higher log) indicates more evidence for the match. This results in the formulation of a matching score σ, which is a measure of the extent to which two curators are similar in their discussion on general shared interests but dissimilar in the specific interpretation of those interests:
For each curator in the database, we ranked the matches according to their matching scores establishing a best-ranked tagset match and a worst-ranked tagset match. We calculated a total of 7,404,820 matched tagset pairs between the 139 participants, which are distributed across the four types of overlap as in Table 5 .2. The vast majority of matched tagset pairs have no overlap (TypeD, 79,3%), giving a clear indication that most Scoop.it! posts are unique in the topics they cover, and curators are fairly specific in how they connect various topics. TypeC (partial overlap) count for 20,6%, whereas full overlap (TypeA) and subset (TypeB) hardly occur (0.1%). Table 5 .3 shows a summary of the distributions of these scores, and also indicates the strong correlation between them.
<<< INSERT TABLE 5.3 ABOUT HERE >>>
The outcome of the recommender system is two best-ranked recommendations (one based on Jaccard similarity and one on tagset dissimilarity) and two worst-ranked recommendations (one based on Jaccard similarity and one on tagset dissimilarity) for each curator in the database. The best-ranked matches aim to present content that is highly likely to be perceived as relevant (i.e. sufficiently different and interesting) by the curator, whereas the worst-ranked matches present content that is least likely to be deemed relevant by the curator. The use of partial overlap between matched tagsets (TypeC) is a solid indicator for the relationship between two participants' understanding of a topic. The tagset scores have a greater variance than the Jaccard scores. The high correlation (r=0.72) between the Jaccard scores and the tagset score shows that both matching methods uncover similar factors from the comparisons. However, there are differences between the methods.
II. Probes
The second instrument was a set of personalized probes per participant to evaluate the recommendations made for them in our experiment. Through three 5-point Likertscale questions, we wanted to gauge to what extent the recommendations fulfill the following needs for an individual curator:
• Content relevance: This feed contains new and relevant information for me.
• Experience of breakdown: The comments and opinions expressed in this feed make me re-assess my thoughts about this topic.
• Desire to connect: I would like to engage in a discussion with the curator of this feed.
Note: In what follows, variables that measure each of these constructs are italicized. Thus content relevance measures the relevance that a curator ascribes to a particular piece of content; etc.
Research design
After identifying the best-ranked and worst-ranked matches between the participants, according to the methods of similarity and dissimilarity, we evaluated the calculated matches by presenting them to the participants in personalized sets of probes. Each set of personalised probe contained a set of four anonymised Scoop.it! feeds selected for each curator on the basis of the results of the matching. T1: One best-ranked tagset match T2: One best-ranked Jaccard match T3: One worst-ranked tagset match T4: One worst-ranked Jaccard match Each feed had three randomly selected posts from the original aggregation.
The 139 curators from our database were invited to evaluate their four recommended matched persons on the variables of content relevance, experience of breakdown and desire to connect through an online form. Participants were asked expressly to confirm that we were allowed to use the data from their probes for analysis. 46 completed surveys were returned.
We have the following variables associated with each matched pair of participants and associated with each participant (Table 5 .4).
<<< INSERT TABLE 5.4 ABOUT HERE >>>
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show a graphical representation of the hypotheses and the expected results. For the first hypothesis, correlation scores are calculated to establish the internal consistency between the variables. We expect highly correlated user scores at both ends of the Jaccard and tagset ranking.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.5 ABOUT HERE >>>
For the second hypothesis, we compare the user scores for all three variables between the two matching methods as follows: the scores of best-ranked dissimilarity matches are compared to the scores of best-ranked similarity matches; the scores of worst-ranked dissimilarity matches are compared to the scores of worst-ranked similarity matches.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.6. ABOUT HERE >>>
Results
In the analyses, we adopted the common practice of treating Likert scales as interval scales. For our first hypothesis, we expected a positive correlation between the three variables: content relevance, experience of breakdown and desire to connect, according to both methods of comparison (general similarity and specific dissimilarity). Table 5 .5 shows the correlations between content relevance and experience of breakdown for the four groups of matches.
<<< INSERT TABLE 5.5 ABOUT HERE >>>
Content relevance is positively associated with the experience of breakdown as is evidenced by the correlations of a medium-to-high strength. We also see that the correlation coefficients for best dissimilarity and worst dissimilarity are both about the same figure (0.5) . In other words, the variability of the data remains relatively constant for both the best and the worst-ranked matches. A much bigger variability is observed in similarity-based matching, as the correlation is strong (0.79) for the worst-ranked matches but low (0.35) for the best-ranked matches. So, the curator evaluations of the best similarity matches for these correlations are much more diverse. This difference in variability is also noticeable in the correlations between experience of breakdown and desire to connect. Table 5 .6 shows these figures and the partial correlation controlling for content relevance.
<<< INSERT TABLE 5.6 ABOUT HERE >>>
The partial correlation scores are high in dissimilarity-based matching, both for the best-ranked (0.69) and worst-ranked matches (0.49). In similarity-based matching, the worst-ranked matches show a strong (partial) correlation, whereas there is much more variability in the best-ranked matches. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 .7.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.7. ABOUT HERE >>>
The lack of variability in dissimilarity matching can be seen as an indicator of the reliability of this matching method. These results seem to indicate that matching on dissimilarity gives us a much more stable method to predict a curator's experience of content and desire to connect with the recommended match. Matching on similarity performs well in the worst-ranked matches, where there is none to very little similarity. Evaluations of best similarity matches are however much more varied.
To investigate the second hypothesis on the differences in user evaluation between the two matching methods, we conducted within-subjects repeated measures ANOVAs for the three variables (content relevance, experience of breakdown and desire to connect) for the best-ranked matches (T1 and T2) and for the worst-ranked matches (T3 and T4), considering two conditions: tagset dissimilarity matching and Jaccard similarity matching. Table 5 .7 and table 5.8. show an overview of all the statistics. Best-ranked Matches. As we only compare the variables in two conditions, Mauchly's test showed that the assumption of sphericity is not violated. The analysis showed a main effect of the matching method in content relevance, but the results are not significant at the 5%-level. However, note they would be if we were to use an only slightly more relaxed alpha. Post-hoc comparisons between the two conditions showed a significant difference in mean between dissimilarity matching and similarity matching (p=0.017). This suggests that dissimilarity-based recommendations are evaluated higher on content relevance than similarity-based recommendations. With a medium effect size and a low observed power, more research is needed to arrive at reliable conclusions. For experience of breakdown, the analysis showed a significant effect of the matching method and a significant difference in the mean of the user evaluations (p=0.017). This shows that the best-ranked dissimilarity-based matches have been evaluated significantly higher than the best-ranked similarity-based matches. The large effect size and the relatively high observed power make it reasonable to conclude the difference observed is significant. There was no significant effect of the matching method for desire to connect and the low effect size and the low observed power indicate a need for further research to determine the relation between matching on dissimilarity and the desire to connect.. In conclusion, the results for the best-ranked matches indicate that the tagset dissimilarity matching method seems to predict the curator evaluations for experience of breakdown better than the Jaccard similarity matching method.
<<< INSERT TABLE 5.7. ABOUT HERE >>> <<< INSERT TABLE 5.8. ABOUT HERE >>>
Worst-ranked Matches. As we only compared the variables in two conditions, Mauchly's test showed that the assumption of sphericity is not violated. There was a non-significant effect of the matching method observed for content relevance and the low effect size and the observed power show inconclusive results, indicating the need for more research. The analysis showed a significant main effect of the matching method for experience of breakdown. Post-hoc comparisons between conditions showed a significant difference in the mean between dissimilarity matching and similarity matching (p=0.010). This indicates that the recommendations of worstranked dissimilarity-based matches were evaluated significantly lower than the similarity-based recommendations. The large effect size and high observed power make it reasonable to infer a significant difference. The analysis also showed a significant effect of the matching method for desire to connect. Post-hoc comparisons between conditions showed a significant mean difference between the dissimilarity and similarity matching methods (p=0.011). This too shows that dissimilarity-based recommendations are scored lower than similarity-based recommendations for worstranked matches,. The medium-large effect size and the observed power here support this significant difference. In conclusion, the tagset dissimilarity matching method seems to predict the curator evaluations of the variables experience of breakdown and desire to connect better. All results for hypothesis 2 are illustrated in Figure 5 .8.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.8. ABOUT HERE >>>
Further research is needed to assess if this performance of the matching methods can be captured in a measure for matching performance to qualify the matching methods. For the last part of the second hypothesis, we investigated whether the variable maximum intersection size (i.e. the maximum number of tags that two participants share) is correlated with content relevance, experience of breakdown or desire to connect. Although no significant results came out of the correlation analysis, plotting the maximum intersection size of a match against the related evaluation scores of the match does give us some insight into their relationship. Figure 5 .9 shows six heat maps. Heat maps graphically illustrate the values in colour intensity -the darker an area on a heat map, the more people have chosen a particular evaluation score. To enhance the clarity of the plots, we grouped the two lowest scores of the Likert scale and the two highest scores of the Likert scale, effectively creating a 3-point scale. The figure shows the original 5-point scales on the left and the reduced 3-point scales on the right. The content relevance heat maps show a consistent positive evaluation as the maximum intersection size increases, as shown by the darker top right corner. This suggests that more shared tags in tagsets affect the perceived relevance of content. The experience of breakdown (and to a lesser extent desire to connect) has most answers situated on the left side of the heat maps. In other words, a low maximum intersection size, seemingly with a cut-off point of three shared tags, seems to evoke either positive or negative reactions from the curators for their perceived experiences of breakdown. More shared tags in tagsets do not necessarily affect the perceived experience of breakdown or the desire to connect. Further investigation is needed to verify these initial findings.
<<< INSERT FIGURE 5.9 ABOUT HERE >>
Discussion
We assume that the Scoop.it! curators who participated in this research have a learning attitude and as such, are open to experiences of breakdown and seeking (actively or reactively) to connect with others on the platform. Also we keep in mind that the recommendations calculated are not symmetrical, i.e. person A's top match may be person B, but person B's top match is not necessarily person A. As a consequence, for any matched pair one-directional or unbalanced relationships are likely to exist. The results support the first hypothesis. The curator evaluation of the probes shows that when curators perceive an experience of breakdown through the feed of a matched person, they also exhibit a desire to connect with that person, as suggested by the strong correlation between the two variables. The probes' results also indicate that providing content that is deemed relevant contributes to the experience of breakdown. However, the correlation scores are generally lower here, perhaps indicating that there are other factors that contribute to the experience of breakdown apart from content relevance. The results strongly support that a curator's experience of breakdown with respect to one particular person, will contribute to a desire to connect with that person. Experience of breakdown can therefore be a good starting point to create new connections in a learner's personal learning network. Content relevance is a variable that can be manipulated to trigger experiences of breakdown, opening up new avenues for designed learning experiences. More research is needed to identify possible other factors that contribute to a curator's experience of breakdown. The correlation analysis indicates that dissimilarity-based matching gives us a stable method to predict a curator's evaluation of content relevance and their experience of breakdown, related to their desire to connect with the recommended match. Matching on similarity performs well for the worst-ranked matches, but the curator evaluations of best similarity-based matches show a greater variation. The second hypothesis is also partially confirmed by the results. There are differences between the curator evaluations of dissimilarity matches and similarity matches, which is primarily noticeable for the variable experience of breakdown: best-ranked dissimilarity-based matches are rated higher on experience of breakdown than bestranked similarity-based matches. Similarly, worst-ranked dissimilarity-based matches are rated lower than similarity-based matches. A similar effect is noticeable for the variable desire to connect in the worst-ranked matches. The data do not show significant differences between dissimilarity-based matches and similarity-based matches for content relevance. These results together with the results of the correlation analysis show that the method of tagset dissimilarity is a more suitable method for identifying suitable contacts for a particular curator, with the expectation that breakdown can occur in an interaction between them. However, as there is no significant difference in the evaluation of content relevance, it seems appropriate to conclude that experiences of breakdown depend on more factors than content alone, in line with the conclusions on the first hypothesis. Based on these results, the dissimilarity-based matching method seems to predict the experience of breakdown better, but further research should determine where the strengths of this method lie. Additionally, there is a relation between the maximum number of tags a curator shares with a match and the rating that the curator gives on the variables content relevance, experience of breakdown and desire to connect. The plotted results seem to indicate a critical value of three shared tags to trigger a (strong or weak) experience of breakdown. Higher numbers of shared tags do not necessarily evoke higher scores in the experience of breakdown. However, higher numbers of shared tags do seem to result in higher ratings of content relevance. This result points to the need for strategies other than mere common usage of tags for triggering experiences of breakdown in curators. For example, combining tagset dissimilarity with qualitative filtering of the tags could possibly improve the performance of the dissimilarity algorithm presented in this article. The technical approach presented in this article elicits meaningful words from a user's own social media posts. Recommendation through sentiment analysis uses a similar text-mining approach, taking into account the positive or negative sentiment expressed by the user towards an individual or an object (Alahmadi & Zeng, 2015) . The contribution of dissimilarity matching (as operationalized in this article) lies in that it makes no statement about the user's positive or negative stance towards a potential match, but only looks at the degree to which the user is talking about the same concepts as a potential match (i.e. through partial overlap in tagsets), which is the most interesting for learning purposes. The people recommender system presented in this article addresses many of the design issues discussed in recently published work by Mayer, Jones and Hiltz (2015) . They identify that mobile social matching systems need to address the user's relational, social and personal contexts appropriately to successfully introduce strangers to each other. To achieve this, they propose several new design concepts including contextual rarity and contextual oddity to refer to situations where two potential users are more likely to connect with each other because they share a common attribute, or in fact, do not share a common attribute within a particular social context. The strategy of dissimilarity-based matching is a first step in the operationalization of these two design concepts, as it successfully elicits those users with meaningful or interesting differences of interpretation against a common shared interest or topic. The work presented in this article can be a first answer to the "open challenges" that the new design concepts of Mayor, Jones and Hiltz set to designers of people recommenders (Mayer, Jones & Hiltz, 2015) .
Conclusions
Our results should affect the recommendation strategies used by people recommenders for learning, which currently primarily aim to recommend others who are in some way similar to the curator. The results of this experiment suggest that a curator is likely to connect with another person who has been responsible for triggering a experience of breakdown caused by provision of relevant content, or other (still to be researched) factors. Therefore, people recommenders would benefit from aiming to create interactions between curators where they can experience breakdown. This is in line with previous research in educational technology design that focuses on creating interaction between learners (Fetter, Berlanga, Sloep, Van der Vegt, Rajagopal & Brouns, 2012; Sloep, 2013) . A better understanding of which factors influence experiences of breakdown, and how these factors can be manipulated, will allow the design of better learner support tools. Our second conclusion concerns the matching methods used in people recommenders. This study has shown that using a dissimilarity-based matching method may be more successful in predicting curator evaluation of perceived experience of breakdown than similarity-based matching. It also seems to be a good strategy to predict curator evaluations of perceived content relevance and the expressed desire to connect with a recommended curator. Further research needs to assess if this performance of the matching methods can be captured in numerical measures. This study has also shown some avenues for improving the tagset dissimilarity matching method. Initial observations show that there seems to be a cut-off point at about three shared tags between the curator and the recommended match: fewer triggers an experience of breakdown, more not necessarily. Monitoring which tags are shared and which are not shared between two people may allow for better matching. In particular, such monitoring can be implemented using linguistic principles. The underlying assumption is that the types of concepts that are shared between learners gives a better insight into their understanding of the domain, which in turn allows one to make a better representation of them in automated systems. For example, the use of domain-specific marker words could give some insight into which subsection of the domain they might be situated in. Likewise, the use of a syntactically and semantically annotated lexicon and the use of a grammar might provide more elaborate descriptions of the curator's posts and consequently the curator's intended meanings. This in turn might create opportunities for calculating the dissimilarity between curators in more detail, potentially increasing chances of triggering breakdown. In short, dissimilarity-based matching is an important matching method for educational people recommenders, deserving further investigation.
Limitations
The experiment is limited in a number of ways, potentially affecting the scope of the conclusions drawn. 1. We selected the curation website Scoop.it! as the platform of our experiment. From the experiment, we learnt that this particular platform is often used as a personal content management platform, rather than as a place to connect with others. The respondents' feedback clearly showed that curators use different platforms for different purposes, and many respondents did not connect with others on Scoop.it! on principle. Therefore, positioning the people recommender of this article as a recommendation service within Scoop.it! may have been a factor in how the respondents answered the probes. However, this is a general consideration regarding social networking sites: when does a curator go beyond the content shared by a person to the person herself? 2. Another consequence of our choice of Scoop.it! as a platform is that this is a directed network, i.e. a network where the connections between the curators' topic pages is not reciprocal. One curator follows another, but this connection is not necessarily mutual. This is similar to the social network of Twitter, but unlike other popular social networks, such as LinkedIn and Facebook. Using the matching strategies described in this article on such reciprocal networks may bring up other results. 3. The comparison of the two matching methods in terms of correlation of the scores has its limits. A more qualitative approach needs to be taken better to understand the differences between them, for which more sophisticated measuring instruments are necessary. The similarity measure used in this article is the Jaccard similarity coefficient, a well-known base method. However, recent research work has explored the extension of similarity-based methods with network data (Fazeli, Loni, Drachsler & Sloep, 2014) . The dissimilarity method presented in this article also needs to be compared to these more sophisticated approaches to recommendation. 4. Although we started with a target group of 240 Scoop.it! curators, the number of participants who chose to fill in the curator-evaluation surveys was limited to 46 only. There were several reasons for this:
-We reached the participants primarily through social media (i.e. Twitter and Scoop.it!), as this was the only direct contact information we had of many of the participants. This method of working had advantages (namely, immediacy of answers, triggering enthusiasm of participants) but also quite a few limitations (if we did not get a response, it was not always clear if this was because they ignored the invitation or if they had not seen it).
-Some participants showed initial interest, but did not follow through to complete the survey.
-The invitations relied purely on the goodwill of the participants to join in. We did not offer any incentives apart from insight into which Scoop.it! feeds were recommended for them, after they had filled in the survey.
5.
It is always possible that the people recommended to the curator are not deemed relevant or interesting to connect with since the curator already has knowledge about the different opinion brought in and does not agree with it. The final decision is left to the curating learner. The experience of breakdown is only partially determined by content relevance, other factors, yet to be determined, may also play a role.
Future Work
There are several avenues for future work following this research. First is a further exploration of the benefits of curation websites for profiling learners.
There is high-quality information in these websites that reveals the interests, opinions and understandings of a learner, which presumably could be used to create better learner support in networked learning contexts. A second, more immediate avenue is a further development of the tagset dissimilarity algorithm and method. Further research needs to refine the matching method to exploit its strengths and make it more reliable in predicting the curator's evaluation of the recommendation. One could imagine the development of a language-specific lexicon that awards weights to the use of certain marker concepts, a domain-specific lexicon that awards weights to the use of certain topic concepts, or a lexicon that is tied to an ontology such as Wordnet. A third avenue is to understand if the performance of the matching methods based on similarity and dissimilarity can be captured in a single numerical measure, which would then qualify the matching method in terms of its performance. A fourth avenue is the exploration of technological support for sensemaking and the experience of breakdown, not only from a collective perspective, but from the individual learners' contribution as well. There has been extensive research on how technology can be used to support sensemaking processes for teams and groups of people. This technology has largely been concerned with facilitating the dialogue and conversations between group members (Conklin, 2006) , and augmenting them with various types of related contextual information (Brown, Downie & Buckingham Shum, 2012; De Liddo & Buckingham Shum, 2010) . The emphasis of these technologies is on the collaborative space. However, sensemaking is now happening on a global scale through various current social networking technologies (e.g. LinkedIn Groups, Facebook pages, Twitter groups. MOOCs, etc). Unlike the sensemaking technologies that focus on the collaborative space, these networking technologies focus on the role of the individual learner within the collective. There are a lot of opportunities to make previously learnt lessons concerning collaborative sensemaking fit into current circumstances. 
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